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The Militant Mind


At first, the task seems impossible. After all, there are a multitude of reasons why religious fundamentalists kill, and a plethora of groups to do the killing. Stern, however, wisely boils the grievances of religious militants down to five broad rubrics: alienation, humiliation, demographics, history, and territory. Using primary source interviews with terrorists (both in jail and on the loose), she explains these grievances through the personal stories of self-professed American Christian fundamentalists, Palestinian Hamasniks, Indonesian Islamists, Jewish redemptionists, and Kashmiri mujahadin.

The book is fascinating because it allows the reader to eavesdrop on a plethora of interviews with extremists from the far corners of the earth. Even more interesting is that these radicals actually feel comfortable pouring their hearts out to a curious Harvard professor. One wonders what it must have been like for a Jewish-American woman from Harvard to meet with radical Islamists from Indonesia, Kashmir, and Gaza. This partially explains why Stern's study is a page-turner.

Stern shares one rousing letter from the wife of an Indonesian radical, who could clearly be characterized as a radical herself.

"Don't ever think that we're afraid of death in defending our religion," she writes. "Even death is our goal to reach the true glory. Victory in this world is God's promise for us in our every war..."

A Kashmiri radical, who tries to persuade Stern to convert to Islam, believes that Allah "looks at those who sacrifice their lives in the Jihad with love. The love is 70 times stronger. I feel this love."

How Stern was able to arrange these interviews is not explained. It makes one wonder what the terrorists hoped to achieve by granting them. Stern herself warns the reader to be "alert to possible lies." To be sure, the testimony of career killers may not be chock full of honesty. Still, one cannot stress enough the importance of trying to understand religious radicals by getting their stories from the source.

What may be Stern's crowning achievement, however, is her discussion of al-Qaida. While her descriptions of the group, its structure, and its leaders do not answer the question "why religious militants kill," they are among the best explanations of Osama bin Laden's network in print. She correctly points out that al-Qaida thrives "in states that are poorly governed," and that al-Qaida is "sufficiently dispersed that the loss of a single leader will make minimal long-term difference."

More importantly, she notes that the most effective terror group, using al-Qaida as her prototype, is "a network of networks of various types. It will include leaderless resisters,
Terror in the Name of God also does a good job of highlighting one of Washington’s next major challenges: democratization in the Middle East. It is widely understood that domestic crackdowns by repressive Middle East regimes have forced terrorists to “shift their sights to more vulnerable targets.” Those targets are increasingly soft targets found abroad. But the big question now is how to democratize, especially when the “transition to democracy has been found to be an especially vulnerable period for states across the board.”

There are, however, a number of pitfalls in Stern’s work. While she clearly worked hard to gain interviews with Jewish fundamentalists from Gush Emunim and other groups, her work adds precious little to the late Ehud Sprinzak’s 1999 hallmark study of the Israeli religious Right, Brother Against Brother. The chapter on Hamas is similarly lacking. To begin with, two of Stern’s interviewees, the recently assassinated Ismail Abu Shanab and current Hamas political leader Abdel Aziz Rantisi, are not religious killers. Rather, the two are the political fat cats who have enjoyed the media spotlight while their underlings explode on Israeli buses. The foot soldiers that do their bidding are much harder to track down, and are presumably much more dangerous to approach.

Stern’s assertion that “humiliation” is Hamas’s major motivation for killing Israelis is also very misleading. While humiliation may help fuel Hamas hatred for the Jewish state, the group’s published ideological platform is based almost entirely on “redeeming” land that they consider wakf, or an endowment from Allah. In other words, destroying Israel is a holy undertaking for Hamas, based on a historical Islamist narrative. Even if there were no “humiliation,” Hamas would still seek to destroy Israel. This is why Hamas continues to reject the peace process that would legally end Israel’s presence in the disputed territories.

Stern’s policy recommendations are a mixed bag. The author correctly notes that the Islamic world “is particularly vulnerable to religious violence,” but fails to explain that the majority of religious radicals hail from the Islamic faith. Not making this distinction could leave the reader with the impression that Christian, Jewish, and Islamic religious radicals pose equal threats to the modern world. In reality, citing scholar Daniel Pipes’s figures, radicals may make up as much as 15 percent of the Islamic world. Thus, out of an estimated 1.3 billion Muslims, there may be more than 190 million radicals - far outshadowing the thousands of Christians and Jews that would kill for their beliefs.

In short, some of Stern’s analyses are so conspicuously balanced that they miss the point, and her work on Hamas may require some new thinking. Nevertheless, Stern should be commended; her research makes a profound contribution to the field.

The writer is a Soref fellow at the Washington Institute for Near East Policy

---

I am going to be reading some more books on terrorism in the near future and if I come across any that I think do a better job answering some of the questions I had, and that motivated me to pick up this book in the first place, I will provide links to them here. Recommended alternatives: Added 2/10/17: I just finished reading Understanding Terror Networks by Marc Sageman. I have read all of her books and Terror in the Name of God maintains her high standards. It is as current in the information as a book could possibly be. I highly recommend this book and her other books for anyone who wants to understand how terrorists evolve, why they evolve and the machinations involved in their evolution. Islam followed with a similar claim. Terrorism in the name of God started right then by forcing “those who are wrong” into the “right” faith, or killing them if they opposed. Millions of people were killed — from the Americas to India and beyond. In history lessons, Christianity and Islam can be included with communism, fascism, and Nazism as the lead cause in human death and destruction. Let’s imagine we come to the conclusion that indeed there are passages in the Islamic texts that condone terror against infidels. What will be the next step? We need to apply common sense, and reason and debate on the meaning of life and the nature of truth claims. Terrorism expert Jessica Stern was mystified by that seeming discrepancy and traveled the world to try to get into the minds of terrorists. “Terror in the Name of God: Why Religious Militants Kill” was the end result of the project. Given the attack on the U.N. headquarters in Iraq, Stern tells The Early Show co-anchor Hannah Storm, “I'm deeply concerned that the war and, in particular what is perceived as an inept occupation, is bringing together a wide variety of groups that actually have different goals because they have a common enemy. And in Iraq, U.S. troops are a muc